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Savor Relaxing Tea Moments During the Holiday Season with Libre Tea® Glasses
BPA-Free, Loose-Leaf Tea Portable Mugs Give Freedom to Steep, Sip ‘n’ Stow, On-the-Go
VANCOUVER, BC (December 4, 2012) – Libre Tea, importer/distributor of convenient
and stylish on-the-go loose leaf tea glasses, presents a warming holiday gift for tea
lovers, offering shatterproof “Glass ‘n’ Poly” designs that provide a healthful and ecofriendly alternative to plastic and other to-go drinking containers.

Featuring a glass

interior and built-in filter for loose-leaf tea, the portable and BPA-free tea glasses ensure a
stress-free and tasty tea moment anytime, anywhere.
With a unique double-walled construction and practical poly exterior, Libre Tea
thermal containers keep tea warm, yet are cool to the touch, and comfortable to hold,
while the clean glass interior accentuates the tea’s true taste. The double-decker twist-off design has a leakresistant BPA-free lid, as well as a removable stainless steel filter and drinking lip to keep tea
brewing, while ensuring each sip is leaf-free.
“Whether stuck in traffic, sitting in a crowded terminal or waiting in line at a busy
store this holiday season or beyond, Libre Tea’s portable, durable loose-leaf tea glasses and
mug open the door to quiet, calming tea moments, anytime, anywhere,” said Wendy Weir,
principal and founder of Libre Tea.
Ideal for tea drinkers who prefer the taste, smaller eco-footprint and lower cost of loose leaf tea, the
Original Libre Tea Glass makes a thoughtful gift for a commuter, busy executive, traveler or yogi and can
easily fit in a purse or daypack (MSRP: $24; 9 oz., shown). The Libre Tea collection also includes a Large Glass
(MSRP: $32.50; 14 oz) and Mug with a handle (MSRP: $32.50; 10 oz.).
Libre (meaning “to be free”) loose-leaf travel tea glasses began in 2008, inspired by Founder Wendy
Weir’s trip to China where she visited tea gardens and temples and observed people
carrying tea in jars. Libre Tea glasses and mugs are available at international retail
locations, as well as online. For more details, visit www.LibreTea.com or contact
Wendy Weir at wendy@libretea.com. Media interested in more information,
samples or images may contact On the Horizon Communications
at (805) 773-1000, or holly@thepressroom.com.

